2021 Holiday Shipping
Experience Report:
Deal Day Insights to
Capitalize on Sales
and Customer Loyalty

The Holiday Report:

Opportunities and Risks for SMBs
Ecommerce sales grew 32% in 2020 and in 2021 it is
continuing to break records. Growth rates may have slowed
to 9% in the second quarter of 2021, but the fact that sales
continued to increase during a time when many newlyvaccinated consumers headed back to physical stores
shows that eCommerce’s popularity is still strong.
And with the holidays right around the corner, consumers
are once again showing interest in splurging online for their
loved ones.

Holiday forecasts from different
firms have predicted a sharp
jump in year-over-year spending.

7%

7.4%

11.1%

Sales in November and December
are expected to grow 7% compared
with a year ago and reach $800
billion, according to Bain.

A forecast by Mastercard
SpendingPulse said holiday retail
sales should rise 7.4% from a year
earlier and climb 11.1% on a twoyear basis, fueled by a rebound in
in-store shopping and persistent
consumer demand.1

With continued supply chain challenges and labor shortages, SMBs are feeling
extra pressure to deliver on the promise of excellent service. However, with good
partners and protection against common shipping mishaps, the ability to deliver
on your CX strategy is not out of reach this holiday season.
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To help SMBs capitalize on this upcoming holiday season, UPS Capital commissioned research on the current
challenges and opportunities SMBs are experiencing with ecommerce. The study aimed to identify ecommerce
pain points related to inflation and the COVID-19 resurgence, as well as the impact of ecommerce
marketplaces and November deal days on SMB sales.
It also looked at how service issues, including delayed and damaged packages, impact their customers. Dynata
surveyed 500 U.S. SMBs, making $50K to $50M in revenue, during August 2021. The research was supplemented
with Dynata polling of 1,000 U.S. consumers aged 18+ in August 2021 to understand customer expectations and
online spending trends around the November deal days, which include Black Friday, Small Business Saturday
and Cyber Monday.

Understanding the Barriers:

Inflation and the COVID-19 Resurgence
U.S. SMBs expect to see online shopping increase this holiday season, with 58% noting that they expect to see a spike
in online sales due to the COVID-19 resurgence, while another 32% expect sales to continue to progress as they have
been.2 But even though they’re optimistic about ecommerce prospects in general, SMBs are concerned about
how certain market forces might impact their businesses.
Four-in-five SMBs (80%) are worried about the impacts of inflation, with
33% ranking inflation as the number one threat to their businesses. The
same percentage expect to lose more than a fifth of their sales to inflation
acceleration. Recent Kiplinger forecasts predict U.S. inflation rates will hover
around 5% through the end of 2021 and ease to 3% in 2022.
Meanwhile, nearly one-in-five SMBs (19%) point to supply chain issues as the number one threat to their
businesses. This tracks with global reports that project a continuation of supply chain shortages and increased
costs well into 2022.

How is this impacting consumers?
As far as holiday
purchases go, many
are pulling back and
doing most of their
shopping online.
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47%

23%

49%

Nearly half of all
consumers (47%) plan
to spend less this year

... with 23% planning
to cut back specifically
because of inflation

Due to the resurgence of
COVID-19, 49% of consumers
expect to purchase more
online this holiday season
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Maximizing Your
Customer Service Strategy
While consumers are approaching the 2021 holiday season
more cautiously, they still expect a high level of service. In
fact, they’re demanding it.

Nearly half of consumers surveyed (44%)
say a lack of resolution support for stolen
or damaged packages would cause them
to never shop at a retailer again.
Other top causes for not shopping with a retailer again
include lack of communication around delayed deliveries
(39%), lack of support for returns (38%), data breaches
(37%), lost package (33%), and damaged package (28%).
This puts pressure on SMBs that operate on thinner
profit margins than their deep-pocketed global retail
competitors. SMBs have to prioritize quality service
because one shipping mistake can turn a customer away
for good.

Top Reasons for Never Shopping
with a Retailer Again
Lack of resolution support for stolen
or damaged packages (44%)
Lack of communications around
delayed deliveries (39%)
Lack of support around returns (38%)
Data breach (37%)

Lost package (33%)
Lack of inventory
relevant to me (29%)
Damaged package (28%)

Four Tips to Maximize Customer Service
Provide repeated opportunities for
customers to share their feedback –
like a Net Promoter Score system.
Don’t skimp on post sales followup. Ensure consistent post-sales
service long after closing the sale to
encourage repeat customers.
Provide an omni-channel
experience so that you meet
customers where and how they
like to transact.3

Enable a positive post-sales experience
with shipping insurance that can help
regain customer confidence in the wake
of a shipping mishap. UPS Capital offers
several options that meet businesses
where they are – whether it is a single
shipment with InsureShield™ OnDemand
or full policy quoting through the
InsureShield™ InstaQuote application,
your shipments can get covered. There’s
even an app for Shopify® shippers and
APIs for those who want to directly
integrate with their business systems.

Holiday Deal Days:

Introducing Small Business Saturday
Two thirds of consumers spend at least $100 with SMBs during
Black Friday, Cyber Monday and Small Business Saturday.
Holiday season discount days present great opportunities for SMBs to capture new customers and generate new
revenue. More than half of U.S. adults (56%) participate in discount days such as Black Friday, Cyber Monday and
Small Business Saturday. SMBs have a huge opportunity to build brand loyalty during these events.

50%
A June 2021 survey found that nearly three-in-four
consumers (72%) say they would prefer to purchase
from an SMB over a large retailer during these events.4

33%

29%

Consumers feel SMBs need their support to remain
competitive (50%), and believe customer service
(33%) and product quality (29%) are better.4

What Is Small Business Saturday?
In 2011, the Senate unanimously passed a resolution
in support of an event dedicated to shopping small.
The same year, business associations, nonprofit trade
groups, municipalities and public officials united to
form a Small Business Saturday Coalition.

To learn more about Small Business Saturday, visit:
https://www.americanexpress.com/us/small-business/shop-small5
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Holiday Deal Days:

Impact on the Bottom Line
For many SMBs, these holiday deal days have a huge
impact on the bottom line. Nearly half (44%) say they
generate more than a fifth of their total sales from
holiday deal days and holiday sales. A small percentage
(6%) makes more than 50% of their total sales from
holiday shoppers.
But SMBs know discount holidays aren’t a sure thing
in 2021. As evidenced by the above concerns about
inflation and COVID-19, this season could be tougher
than ever.
The worry over shipping losses, damages and theft
are not unfounded. According to a UPS Capital®
survey of 896 SMBs in March of 2021, 63% of
merchants noted an increase in incidents involving
lost or damaged packages over the past year, with
nearly half (48%) spotlighting an increase in theft
after delivery, also known as “porch piracy.”6

To help address some of the concerns,
SMBs may want to consider the following
in advance of the busy holiday cycle:
• Offer promotions earlier in the season to
•
•
•

ensure timely delivery
Leverage an electronic inventory management
system that ties to your ecommerce channels
to ensure you only sell what is available
Ensure you have enough cash on-hand to
support any unanticipated costs associated
with your company’s rapid growth
Obtain coverage for your shipments in the
event of loss or damage to minimize out of
pocket losses and ensure a positive customer
experience
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More than two thirds of SMBs
(68%) are concerned about
shipping delays this holiday
season
56% worry about the rising
cost of shipping
More than a quarter (26%)
are concerned about losses,
damages and theft
Customer service issues are at
41%, which is a downstream
result of shipping issues

Even with these concerns and outside influences, 66% of
SMBs expect to sell more on holiday discount days than
they did last year. However, if they want to maximize their
overall performance for the season, it’s becoming clear
they can’t rely exclusively on deals focusing on Black Friday.
While some consumers (37%) plan to participate in all
three deal days – Black Friday, Cyber Monday and Small
Business Saturday – 33% do their shopping before Black
Friday. This presents an opportunity for SMBs to target
them with offers that would move them to purchase early.
Discounts, of course, are important incentives.
During Small Business Saturday, consumers
say they can be motivated by offers including
free shipping (82%), discounts on purchases
(81%) and fast (1-2 day) shipping.
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Holiday Deal Days:

Turning Challenges into Opportunities
Discounts aren’t the only tool SMBs can deploy. More than a third of consumers (35%) said they would be motivated
by guaranteed replacements for lost and damaged packages. This presents a great opportunity for SMBs to offer
guarantees as a value-added service and cover themselves with shipping insurance to do so.

35% of consumers would be motivated by guaranteed
replacements for lost and damaged packages

Clearly, shipping issues are front and center in the minds of both retailers and consumers. Concerns expressed by both
communities point to the need for a paradigm shift in service of building consumer trust. For example, retailers will
need to embrace a digital-first style of communication, transactions and more. This will need to include a focus on
transparency, timely-communication and the ability to stay nimble in order to provide the best customer experience.
For SMBs, an important lesson learned during the pandemic is that they can’t do everything themselves. Adopting a
“partner imperative” is key for SMBs to meet changing customer expectations, further build customer trust and
maintain brand reputation.
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Big Box & eCommerce:

What Does the Right Partnership Look Like?
SMBs continue to have conflicting relationships with Big Box retailers and ecommerce outlets. A little over a third
(38%) of the respondents describe these outlets as taking away business. A comparable amount (33%) say discount
sales from these retailers can actually lead to more business. Another 11% say that discount sales don’t directly take
away business, but do cause SMBs to discount more items, making them less profitable.

What ecommerce marketplaces are consumers shopping on this holiday season?

64%

13%

4%

Amazon

Walmart

Target

One fact that’s indisputable is that consumers rely heavily on Big Box retailers and ecommerce outlets during the
holidays. And SMBs themselves attribute an average of 17% of their holiday sales to Amazon purchases – second
behind their own company websites (33%) and just ahead of Walmart (12%), Google Shopping (11%), Etsy (10%) and
Target (10%).
While large retailers will continue to compete with
SMBs for sales, they can serve as viable resources – if
they position themselves as partners.
As more platforms have entered the market, it can be
difficult for SMBs to choose the best fit that allows them
to maintain brand autonomy while fueling exposure
and consumer engagement. Entering the 2021 holiday
season, SMBs will need to think about how platform
partnerships reflect their brand and empower
greater levels of connectivity to strengthen customer
experience. It will be important to choose platforms
that prioritize digital innovation, enable businesses to
maintain direct connection and communication with
customers and allow embedded integrations with
existing technology stacks.
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Percentages of Online
Holiday Sales by Channel
33%

Company
Website

17%

Amazon

12%

Walmart

11%

Google
Shopping

10%

Etsy

10%

Target
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The Brighter Side of Shipping
E-commerce is booming, and companies of all size are positioning to grab
their piece of the market. To be successful, SMBs need to ensure that they
deliver a seamless shipping experience despite the fact that problems can –
and will – occur. When they do, SMBs need to ensure that customers are taken
care of quickly. Their businesses depend on it.
Insurance can level the playing field by helping SMBs deliver best-in-class
shipping experiences that meet the expectations being set by market leaders.
SMBs don’t have the resources larger retailers do, so they require a low cost
of entry, per-package coverage and flexible purchase options. They require
insurance solutions that can be purchased online and through their shipping
and ecommerce platforms.

UPS Capital can help arm SMBs and their customers with exceptional
shipping experiences. With InsureShield™ shipping insurance, SMBs
can drive both loyalty and sales and reduce claims pain. UPS Capital
can help SMBs:

•
•
•

Easily protect packages, profits, and reputation, regardless of carrier
Reship or refund with confidence, knowing most claims are paid in
four days or less*
Integrate rules-based coverage into customer workflows with
options to set preferences based on commodities, values and more

For more information, please visit upscapital.com

Methodology
The 2021 Holiday Shipping Experience Report is based on an August 2021 survey conducted by Dynata of 500 U.S. SMBs making $50K to
$50M in revenue. This report also includes findings from a survey of 1,000 U.S. consumer respondents aged 18+ on holiday shopping trends.
Additionally, this report references data from a June 2021 Dynata online poll capturing buying behaviors from 1,000 U.S. consumers aged 18+
around retail discounting events such as Amazon Prime Day, Target Deal Days and Walmart’s Deals for Days.
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Main Sources
Figures are based on the results of the SMB poll conducted by Dynata in August 2021.
Figures are based on the results of the consumer poll conducted by Dynata in August 2021.

Additional Sources
1 CNBC
2 Unless otherwise noted, all statistics used herein are derived from or based on information contained in the 2021 Holiday Shipping
Experience Report, which is a compilation of two independent studies of 1,000 U.S. consumers and 500 US small businesses conducted by
Dynata in August 2021, respectively, on behalf of UPS Capital.
3 Brand Loyalty Begins with Customer Experience, UPS Capital Blog
4 Data based on a June 2021 independent survey of 1,000 randomly selected U.S. consumers over 18 conducted by Dynata on behalf of
UPS Capital. Report HERE
5 American Express Shop Small
6 Unpacking the eCommerce Shipping Experience

* Figures are based on aggregate insurance claim payment data collected by UPS Capital Insurance Agency, Inc. during the period of four consecutive fiscal
quarters ended March 31, 2021. Individual results may vary.
Insurance coverage is underwritten by an authorized insurance company and issued through licensed insurance producers, including UPS Capital Insurance
Agency, Inc. (“UPSCIA”), a subsidiary of UPS Capital Corporation (“UPS Capital”). The insurance company, UPSCIA and its licensed affiliates reserve the right
to change or cancel the program at any time. You may be offered the opportunity to insure eligible shipments under a policy of insurance (the “Policy”)
issued: (i) directly to you; (ii) to UPS Capital; or (iii) to the sender/ publisher of this communication. Where the Policy is issued to UPS Capital or such sender/
publisher, such Policy extends coverage to your eligible shipments, but you are neither an insured nor an additional insured under such Policy. In the event of
a loss covered under such Policy, any resulting claim payment shall be directed to you as a loss payee. This information does not in any way alter or amend
the terms, limitations or exclusions of the applicable Policy and is intended only as a brief summary. Insurance coverage is not available in all jurisdictions
and coverage is governed by the terms, conditions, limitations and exclusions set forth in the applicable Policy.
© 2021 United Parcel Service of America, Inc, UPS, UPS Capital, InsureShield, the UPS brandmark, and the color brown are trademarks of United Parcel Service of
America, Inc. All rights reserved. 10/21
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